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tAbstract—We observe that tunable wavelength con-
verters (TWCs) that are traditionally installed in
wavelength-routed (WR) networks for wavelength
contention resolution can be further utilized to pro-
vide fast data switching between lightpaths. This al-
lows us to route a data unit through a sequence of
lightpaths from source to destination if a direct
single lightpath connection is not available or if we
want to minimize the overhead of setting up new
lightpaths. Since TWCs have a tuning time of picosec-
onds, it may be possible to use the installed TWCs as
lightpath data interchanges (LPIs) to improve the
performance of WR networks without significant op-
tical hardware upgrade. Compared with the multihop
electronic grooming approach of lightpath networks,
the LPI approach has a simpler WR node architec-
ture, does not need expensive high-speed electrical
multiplexersÕrouters, and does not sacrifice the bit-
rateÕformat transparency of data between the source
and destination. Our simulation results show that WR
networks with LPIs can have much lower blocking
probability than WR networks without LPIs if the
traffic duration is short. We show that LPIs can also
be used to provide new data transportation services
such as optical time division multiplexing access (OT-
DMA) time-slotted service in WR networks.
Index Terms—Wavelength-routed networks; Tun-
able wavelength converters; Wavelength division
multiplexing; Optical time division multiplexing.
I. INTRODUCTION
O ptical networks have become an indispensible in-frastructure to satisfy the growing traffic de-
mand. Hundreds of high-speed wavelength channels
can be used for data transmission in a single optical
fiber using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1364/JOCN.2.0004151943-0620/10/070415-12/$15.00 ©echnology. Although WDM technology can effectively
tilize the 25,000 GHz bandwidth of optical fibers, the
lectronics inside the network nodes are becoming the
ottleneck of data transmission [1,2]. Consequently,
ightpaths in wavelength-routed (WR) networks have
een proposed to provide all-optical transmission be-
ween the source and destination nodes [3,4]. A light-
ath reserves a wavelength channel at each optical fi-
er link on the path before communication between
he source and destination nodes can begin. No
ptical-to-electrical-to-optical (OEO) conversion and
o processing of the data are required at any interme-
iate node during the transmissions. This simplifies
R nodes and eliminates the need for expensive high-
peed electrical routers. Since the bit-rate/format
ransparency of data is guaranteed, many services
uch as IP over WDM [5], video on demand [6], and
ulticasting [7] have been proposed on WR network
latforms.
WR networks using lightpaths can provide large
ransmission bandwidth in a comparatively economi-
al way, but a lightpath by nature is not designed for
upporting data traffic with bursty characteristics
8,9]. Owing to the end-to-end acknowledgment delay
nd the millisecond reconfiguration time of optical
witches in intermediate nodes, the setup/teardown
equirement makes lightpaths suitable only for data
raffic of long duration. Since bursty traffic can have a
uration much shorter than the lightpath setup time,
he utilization of transmission bandwidth will be low
f only the lightpath approach is used for data trans-
ission in WR networks. Consequently, a sequence of
ightpaths instead of a single lightpath is proposed to
onnect a node pair [10,11]. Such approaches permit
s to electrically add/drop traffic at the nodes connect-
ng the lightpaths. Traffic to the same destination can
e electrically multiplexed (groomed) into the light-
ath at such intermediate nodes. This increases the
ightpath transmission bandwidth utilization and re-
uces the required number of lightpaths in the net-
orks. The disadvantages of such approaches are
ore complicated WR nodes, additional expensive
igh-speed electrical multiplexers/routers, and sacri-
cing the bit-rate/format transparency of data be-
ween the sources and destinations.2010 Optical Society of America
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such as optical packet switching (OPS) [1,2,12,13] and
optical burst switching (OBS) [14–17] have been pro-
posed to handle bursty traffic, but most of them are
still in the research stage. Some of the proposed
schemes, including OPS, require technologies such as
all-optical packet buffering that will not be available
soon [1,2]. Other schemes such as OBS can implement
its basic model using present technology, but the
implementation of a high-performance model also re-
quires technologies similar to that of OPS. On the
other hand, most of the required technologies for WR
networks are already available [18–20]. WR networks
are likely to be the dominant optical network infra-
structure in the near future. To protect the huge in-
vestment in infrastructure, we need new optical data
transportation schemes that can reuse the WR net-
works to provide fast data switching services.
At first glance, additional fast optical switching de-
vices are required in WR networks to support fast
data switching applications because slow optical
switches with millisecond reconfiguration time are
usually used in WR nodes for the setup/teardown of
lightpaths [21–23]. However, optical switches are not
the only devices used for data exchange in WR net-
works. To resolve wavelength contentions between
lightpaths when they are set up, tunable wavelength
converters (TWCs) have been used in WR networks to
convert the wavelength of a data transmission link by
link along the lightpath [4]. We observe that once a
lightpath is set up, in normal lightpath applications,
the TWCs associated with the lightpath will not be ad-
justed until the lightpath is taken down. This is to
prevent a data unit from being misrouted to a differ-
ent lightpath and hence to the wrong destination. Evi-
dently, we can forward data units from a source to dif-
ferent destinations without changing the optical
switch settings or without electrically switching the
data units at intermediate nodes if we can properly
adjust the TWCs to change the data units from one
lightpath to another after the lightpath setup. TWCs
in WR networks can not only resolve wavelength con-
tention but can also be further used as the inter-
change of data units between lightpaths, i.e, lightpath
data interchange (LPI).
Applying LPI in WR networks requires us to accu-
rately coordinate the data switching between wave-
lengths. It will first require a synchronization mecha-
nism for the data switching, which is still challenging
because of the technical difficulties posed by physical
impairments from the fiber layer such as dispersion.
In spite of this, the extensively studied time-slot-
based optical networks can provide useful experience
for implementing the synchronization between LPIs.
As all-optical wavelength conversion technologies are
available, TWCs can be bit-rate/format transparent ofata and can have picosecond reconfiguration (tuning)
ime [24–26]. Using TWCs as LPIs can provide fast
ata switching/forwarding capability that is not avail-
ble in the normal lightpath WR networks.
In this paper, we study the performance of using
WCs for LPI in WR networks when fast data switch-
ng is provided. In Section II, we will first review the
ode structure of WR networks and then describe the
roposed WR networks with LPIs in detail. For WR
etworks without TWCs or with slow TWCs, external
PI devices will have to be introduced. Simulations
how that WR networks with TWCs additionally sup-
orting LPI function can have much better system
erformance than the normal WR networks if the traf-
c duration is short. In Section III, we show that the
roposed LPI can also be used to provide new data
ransportation services such as optical time division
ultiplexing access (OTDMA) time-slotted service on
R networks. By using OTDMA, a wavelength chan-
el can be further divided into time-slotted subchan-
els to improve the bandwidth utilization. Using
PIs, data in different time slots of the same wave-
ength channel can be routed to destinations on differ-
nt lightpaths. Hence, the transmission bandwidth
tilization is further improved. From simulation re-
ults, we show that WR networks with LPIs can have
ignificant performance improvement over WR net-
orks without LPIs if time-slotted subchannel ser-
ices are provided. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. WR NETWORKS WITH LIGHTPATH DATA
INTERCHANGE
Figure 1, shows a WR node structure with TWCs in-
talled at the inputs of the optical switch. The control
ircuits are omitted to simplify the illustration. In Fig.
, there are K 1-to-W wavelength demultiplexers (DE-
UXs), KW TWCs, a KWKW optical switch (SW),
nd K W-to-1 optical combiners. If only lightpath ap-
lications are considered, wavelength multiplexers
an be used to replace the optical combiners in Fig. 1.
avelength multiplexers have the advantage of signal
I1
I
K
Optical Switch (SW)
DEMUX Combiner
O11
K O
K
1
1
K
1-to- tunable
wavelength converter
(TWC)
W
O1,1
O
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O1,W
O
K W,
I1,1
I
K,1
I1,W
I
K W,
Fig. 1. (Color online) WR node with TWCs installed.
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ports [27]. However, most available wavelength mul-
tiplexers have strict wavelength-input requirements,
e.g., an optical signal of wavelength 1 will not be
transferred to the output if it is not sent through in-
put 1 of the wavelength multiplexer. In contrast, an
optical combiner transfers an optical signal from any
one of its inputs to its output irrespective of the wave-
length of the optical signal. LPI will take advantage of
this feature of optical combiners. The signal power
loss of most commercially available passive optical
combiners grows with the number of inputs. However,
low-signal-power-loss and even zero-loss passive opti-
cal combiners have been recently proposed [28,29]. In
this paper, we assume that active optical combiners
integrated with the signal amplification function will
be used if W is large [30].
In Fig. 1, the optical signal of input fiber Ij is demul-
tiplexed intoW wavelengths 1 to W and sent to input
Ij,1 to input Ij,W of the optical switch SW. In general,
the optical switch SW is internally nonblocking with a
reconfiguration time of milliseconds or longer. An op-
tical signal from any input Ij,k can be connected to any
free output Ox,y of the switch SW. As the data will be
corrupted if two optical signals with the same wave-
length are sent to the same output optical fiber, the
TWCs in Fig. 1 convert the optical signals into proper
wavelengths to avoid wavelength contention before
sending the signals into the optical fibers. Otherwise,
a wavelength x optical signal at the SW input Ij,x can
only be sent to one of the K outputs O1,x to OK,x even if
SW is internally nonblocking. Apart from resolving
the wavelength contentions between lightpaths, the
TWCs in Fig. 1 also give us flexible wavelength chan-
nel assignment in lightpath communications. In WR
networks, a lightpath is required to reserve a wave-
length channel on each link of the path before commu-
nications can begin between two nodes. Figure 2
shows a four-node WR network with two wavelength
channels (1 and 2) per link, and four lightpaths P1 to
P4 passing through the nodes. The lightpaths in Fig. 2
use the same wavelength channel in all links of their
4
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Four-node wavelength-routed network with
two wavelength channels per link.orresponding routes but this is not necessary if the
R nodes of Fig. 1 are used. With the TWCs installed
n the WR nodes, we have the flexibility to use differ-
nt wavelength channels in different links for a light-
ath. Hence, WR networks with TWCs installed in the
odes often have much better call blocking perfor-
ance. Optimizing the utilization of TWCs such as
inimizing the number of required TWCs in a node
nd/or in the whole network has become an important
esearch topic in WR networks [4].
The application of TWCs so far has not changed the
rinciple of data communications with lightpaths in
R networks. To avoid OEO conversion and electrical
rocessing at intermediate nodes, two nodes in WR
etworks still have to establish a lightpath between
hem for data communications. Data are transported
long the established lightpath like a pipe from source
o destination even though the lightpath may be com-
osed of segments of different wavelength channels.
wing to the millisecond optical switch reconfigura-
ion time and the large end-to-end signal acknowledg-
ent propagation time, frequent setup and teardown
f lightpaths should be avoided to reduce the over-
ead. However, a lightpath can also be severely un-
erutilized if short duration traffic is carried in the
ightpath. For example, we may need to set up MN
ightpaths between all source–destination pairs in
ig. 3 if the intertraffic time gaps inside all the light-
aths are shorter than the optical switch reconfigura-
ion time, though the total traffic volume is much
maller than MN erlangs. As traffic becomes bursty
nd the fiber transmission rate increases, WR net-
orks relying on lightpath communications will not
e able to handle the increasing short duration traffic.
. Proposed Lightpath Data Interchange
In general, fast optical switching devices are re-
uired if we want to have high bandwidth utilization
or short duration traffic. However, since the optical
witches in WR nodes are installed for lightpath ap-
lications, their reconfiguration time is typically mil-
iseconds or longer. Upgrading the slow optical
witches with faster ones may not be feasible. Note
hat the optical switches in the WR nodes can have a
housand input/output ports [21]. At the moment, fast
S1
S2 D2
DN
D1
H1 H2
SM
P (1  
P (M+N M+N 
ig. 3. (Color online) WR network with M source and N destina-
ion nodes.
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418 J. OPT. COMMUN. NETW./VOL. 2, NO. 7 /JULY 2010 Li et al.optical switches are only available in small sizes such
as 22 [22,23]. Even if the required large and fast op-
tical switches become available, upgrading the
switches in WR nodes will still be very costly. We ob-
serve that it is not necessary to modify the existing
WR nodes to provide fast data switching services if
the TWCs originally used to resolve wavelength con-
tentions at lightpath setup can also be used for
switching data between lightpaths.
A lightpath is defined by a sequence of fiber seg-
ments and the wavelength channels within each seg-
ment connecting the source and destination. The
states of the TWCs on a lightpath are set to the ap-
propriate values as required by the lightpath during
lightpath setup and remain unchanged during data
transmission [4]. Data are transported along the
lightpath from source to destination passing through
a series of TWCs and are converted to the predefined
wavelengths at each of the TWCs. Thus if data follow-
ing a particular lightpath are converted by a TWC on
the lightpath to a wavelength different from that pre-
scribed by the lightpath, then the data will drop off
the lightpath. The misrouted data may be discarded
or in the worst case be routed into another lightpath
and interfere with the data transmitting on that light-
path. However, if the data collisions are avoided by co-
ordinating the data transmissions in the lightpaths,
data at a TWC on a particular lightpath can be
switched to another lightpath by converting the data
to the wavelength of the new lightpath instead of the
original one. In other words, the TWCs in WR net-
works can also serve as data switches in the wave-
length domain. Data communications will not need a
direct lightpath connecting the source and destination
as long as a sequence of lightpaths can be found con-
necting the node pairs. Thus, without additional fast
optical switching devices, the TWCs in WR nodes can
be used as LPIs to switch data between lightpaths as
they travel to their destinations.
Figure 2 shows an example of a WR network with
LPIs. There are four lightpaths passing the nodes of
Fig. 2. We cannot set up new lightpaths from node 1
and node 2 to any output of node 4 because there is no
free wavelength channel available in links (1–3) and
(2–4). Using the normal lightpath approach, sending
data from input 2 of node 1 to output 2 of node 3 (in-
put 1 of node 2 to output 1 of node 4) is not possible
unless one of the two lightpaths P1 and P2 (P3 and P4)
is torn down. Using the LPI approach, however, data
can enter lightpath P2 P3 at input 2 of node 1 (input
1 of node 2), move to lightpath P1 P4 at output 2 of
node 1 (output 2 of node 2) by changing its wavelength
to 2 1, and finally depart at output 2 of node 3 (out-
put 1 of node 4). Hence, no new lightpath setup is re-
quired. We have assumed that the spare transmission
capacities of lightpath P to lightpath P are suffi-1 4ient, and the traffic transmissions of different light-
aths are properly coordinated. Owing to its impor-
ance, coordination of traffic transmissions of different
ightpaths will be discussed in more detail in Subsec-
ion II.C.
In the example of Fig. 3, the path between nodes Si
nd Dj has three hops. The two nodes can be con-
ected using the LPI approach with two two-hop light-
aths Pi and PM+j. The link between H1 and H2 is the
ntersection link of lightpaths Pi and PM+j. The ex-
mples of Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate how the LPI ap-
roach can be used to route data through a sequence
f lightpaths from source to destination such that a di-
ect lightpath connection is not necessary. The re-
uirement of the valid sequence of H lightpaths for
PI data routing is rather simple:
1. The first and the Hth lightpaths on the sequence
are connected to the source and destination
nodes, respectively.
2. Adjacent lightpaths on the sequence must have
one or more intersection links.
3. For H=3, the intersection links of the jth and
j+1th lightpaths will be on the path down-
stream from the intersection links of the j
−1th and jth lightpaths, where j=2,3, . . . ,H−1.
rom the above lightpath sequence requirements, all
ightpaths will have path lengths of at least two hops.
he resultant routing path between source and desti-
ation using the LPI approach will have a path length
f at least three hops.
One advantage of using LPI is to relax the require-
ent of lightpath setup/teardown by transmitting a
ata unit lightpath by lightpath. This advantage will
ecome important if the traffic duration Td is short
nd comparable with the reconfiguration time of the
ptical switch Tsw since TWCs can have tuning time
wc down to picoseconds [22,24,26]. Figure 4 shows
he busy periods of the SW, TWC, and output link O1
f the last intermediate WR node on a lightpath dur-
ng a data transmission cycle. A source node in gen-
ral has to confirm that all nodes on the path are
eady before transmitting data, i.e., the two-way re-
ource reservation of circuit switching. Time period t4
o t5 is therefore the round-trip time Trt between the
SW
TWC
O
1
timet
1
t
2
t
3
t
4
t
5
t
6
T
sw
T
wc
T
rt
T
d
ig. 4. (Color online) Busy periods of the SW, TWC, and output
ink O1 of the last intermediate WR node on a lightpath during a
ata transmission cycle.
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Li et al. VOL. 2, NO. 7 /JULY 2010/J. OPT. COMMUN. NETW. 419source and the WR node. As Twc is generally much
smaller than Tsw and TWC can start tuning before the
completion of SW reconfiguration, t4 can even be
smaller than t3 if SW and TWC are properly sched-
uled. Nevertheless, although the actual data trans-
mission on O1 is only from time t5 to t6, O1 is unavail-
able to other lightpaths from time t1 to t6. Any new
lightpath setup requiring O1 will be blocked during
this time period. The time period from t1 to t5 is a fixed
overhead for all data transmissions and will become
significant if the transmission duration Td is small.
Note that Trt=1 ms means 100 km distance between
the source and the WR node. If the link distance be-
tween nodes is small, Tsw will constitute the majority
of the overhead. Transporting data on a sequence of
established lightpaths will have much smaller over-
head because no optical switch reconfiguration is re-
quired.
With LPIs, a WR network can choose to set up a
smaller number of lightpaths although this is not the
main purpose of using LPIs. For example, in Fig. 3, we
only need to set up M lightpaths from nodes Si to H2
using the wavelength channels of i, i=1, . . . ,M, and
N lightpaths from nodes H1 to Dj using the wave-
length channels of M+j, j=1, . . . ,N, if LPIs are used
and the total traffic at each link does not exceed the
capacity.
B. Different Implementations of WR Networks With
LPIs
For wavelength contention resolution purposes, it
makes no difference whether the TWCs are installed
at the inputs or outputs of the WR nodes. For LPI ap-
plications, however, installing TWCs at the WR node
inputs seems to have an advantage because the origi-
nal 1-to-W TWCs used for wavelength contention res-
olution can also serve as the required LPIs unless the
tuning time is larger than the LPI requirement. If
output TWCs are used, the TWCs will be W-to-1 type
or OEO type fixed output WCs. In either case, we will
need to replace the output TWCs by W-to-W type
TWCs or use an external LPI device.
Figure 5 shows an alternative implementation of
DEMUX
TWC
TWC
W
TWC
2
Combiner

1
1 1
K
O1,1
O
K,1
O1,W
O
K W,
I1,1
I
K,1
I1,W
I
K W,
Basic RW node
K
Fig. 5. (Color online) External LPI device.PI to WR networks by adding an external LPI device
t the input port of a WR node. The wavelengths of
he data are reassigned before the data are sent to the
R node. Hence, interchanging data between light-
aths will be independent of the architecture of the
R nodes. It is expected that the first WR networks
re constructed from basic WR nodes that have no in-
ernal TWC. In some basic WR node implementation
pproaches such as broadcast-and-select [22], the in-
ividual wavelength signal may not even be accessible
or wavelength conversion. Upgrading such basic WR
odes to have TWCs for wavelength contention reso-
ution will be expensive and difficult. The external
PI device will be useful in such situations because
he wavelength conflict can also be solved externally
t the external LPI devices when the lightpaths are
et up. No modification is required for the basic WR
odes [31].
Compared with a WR node with preinstalled TWCs,
he combination of a basic WR node and external LPI
evices put more limitations on lightpath setup. For
xample, we can reserve an idle node output wave-
ength channel x for a lightpath only if the x wave-
ength channel between the external LPI device and
he node input is not occupied by other lightpaths.
owever, the use of external LPI devices maximizes
he flexibility of the deployment of WR networks.
ince the performance of the internal LPI will obvi-
usly be better than or equal to that of the external
ne, in this paper, all performance evaluation of WR
etworks with LPIs focus on combinations of basic
R nodes with external LPI devices.
Figure 1 does not show the local traffic add–drop
orts of the WR node. One approach of adding the lo-
al ports to the WR node is to connect the local ports
o the WR node through the optical switch SW. Using
his method, however, we need to replace SW by a
KW2 KW optical switch. Another way is to install
W 12 drop switches at the inputs of the SW and
W 21 add switches at the outputs of the SW. With
his approach, there is no need to use a larger optical
witch for SW. Since fast optical switches are avail-
ble in small sizes such as 12 and 21, we may fur-
her use fast add–drop switches to shorten the light-
ath setup/teardown time. If external LPI devices are
sed, the 12 drop switches should be installed at
he outputs of the DEMUX in Fig. 5 instead of at the
nputs of the optical switch in a basic WR node. Oth-
rwise, the recovered wavelength channel capacity
rom the locally dropped traffic will not be immedi-
tely available for other traffic passing through the
xternal LPI device. The performance improvement
ith the fast traffic add–drop is more significant in
R networks with LPIs than WR networks without
PIs.
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Lightpaths
The performance of LPIs highly depends on the
availability of sequences of lightpaths that can be
used to connect the source and destination. Ideally, we
can dynamically suspend/resume all transmissions in
existing lightpaths when a new transmission (call)
happens. For example, in Fig. 3, we will need to tem-
porarily suspend the transmission from H1 to DN
when S1 is sending data to DN if H1 is not a pure rout-
ing node. This approach of using LPI can maximize
the benefit from LPI, but it requires new sophisticated
control signaling and transmission scheduling
schemes on top of the lightpaths. On the other hand, if
we have no control over the transmission in existing
lightpaths but can predict all idle periods of the light-
paths (assuming the transmission bandwidth of light-
paths is not fully utilized), another approach of using
LPI is to schedule new transmissions in the idle peri-
ods. One example of such a network is realized by the
application of OTDMA on WR networks. We will dis-
cuss it further in Section III.
Occasionally, we may not be able to know the trans-
mission status of existing lightpaths. To take advan-
tage of LPI, we should arrange temporary lightpaths
(with no traffic transmission) in WR networks to re-
duce the need to set up new lightpaths for new calls. A
simple way to do this is to maintain the optical switch
configurations for a lightpath after the completion of
the traffic transmission until there is a conflict with
the lightpath requirement of a new call. To have bet-
ter system performance, however, we need to predict
future traffic fluctuation when maintaining such tem-
porary lightpaths. Numerous traffic prediction tech-
niques have been proposed for routing and resource
scheduling [32,33]. The derivation of a proper scheme
for temporary lightpath preparation will be straight-
forward if the appropriate traffic prediction technique
has been identified.
D. Blocking Performance of WR Networks With LPIs
Figures 6–9 show the comparison between the
blocking probabilities of WR networks with and with-
out LPIs and with and without the fast traffic add–
drop function. In the simulations, the traffic duration
Td is chosen to be a negative exponential random vari-
able with a mean of one time unit. The call arrival
process is Poisson. When a call arrives at a source
node, it chooses a node at random for its destination.
The fixed shortest path is used in the simulations.
There are 16 wavelength channels per fiber. The
source-to-destination end-to-end propagation delay in
Figs. 6–8 is assumed to be negligible, whereas that of
Fig. 9 is not. When it is necessary to reconfigure the
optical switches and the reconfiguration time T isswot zero, communication can start only after the
ompletion of all reconfigurations of the optical
witches on the path even if all required wavelength
hannels on the links of the lightpath have been re-
erved. In normal WR networks (WR nodes with pre-
nstalled TWCs for wavelength contention resolution
urposes only), the call will be blocked if a direct light-
ath connection cannot be set up. For WR networks
ith LPIs (basic WR nodes with external LPI devices
s shown in Fig. 5), a call will be blocked only if the
ource and destination cannot be connected by either
direct lightpath or a sequence of lightpaths set up as
escribed in Subsection II.A. In the simulation, the
imple temporary lightpath arrangement in Subsec-
ion II.C is used. Figure 4 shows the detailed call
locking principle.
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long such that the 95% confidence intervals are less
than 1% of the average values of the results. In Figs.
6–9, the crosses and pluses represent the blocking
probabilities of normal WR networks with and with-
out the fast traffic add–drop function, respectively.
The squares and circles represent the blocking prob-
abilities of WR networks with LPIs and with and
without the fast traffic add–drop function, respec-
tively.
Figure 6 shows the comparison results when the
networks are used in normal lightpath applications
(traffic duration Td is much longer than that of the op-
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Fig. 3 M=N=4.ical switch reconfiguration time Tsw). Hence, Tsw is
et to zero in Fig. 6. The x axis of Fig. 6 is the per-node
ffered loading in erlangs. The upper group of curves
orresponds to the blocking probabilities for a 44
anhattan Street network (MSN) [34], whereas the
ower group of curves is for the NSFNet topology (Fig.
0). From Fig. 6, we observe that WR networks with
PIs will not have performance improvement over
R networks without LPIs in normal lightpath appli-
ations if the fixed shortest path is used, regardless of
he loading, network topology, and the fast traffic
dd–drop function. Obviously, using a sequence of
ightpaths rather than a direct lightpath connection
ill not provide any benefit in a fixed path if the light-
ath setup time (optical switch reconfiguration time)
s not a critical factor. Since the overhead of traffic
dd–drop will be negligible if the traffic duration is
ong, the fast traffic add–drop function is also not use-
ul in Fig. 6. We note that the performance of WR net-
orks that also use their installed TWCs as LPIs is
ot different from that of WR networks that use the
nstalled TWCs for wavelength contention resolution
nly. Figure 6 shows that WR networks using external
PI devices can have similar blocking performance
ven though basic WR nodes with external LPI de-
ices in general have limitations in lightpath setup.
Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison when the traf-
c duration Td is not much longer than the optical
witch reconfiguration time Tsw. Figure 7 shows the
esults of the NSFNet topology as shown in Fig. 10,
nd Fig. 8 shows that of the 44 MSN [34]. The x axis
n Figs. 7 and 8 is the ratio of Tsw /Td. The per-node
oadings in Figs. 7 and 8 are set to 3.2 and 1.76 er-
angs such that the networks have blocking probabili-
ies of 5.610−5 and 3.310−4, respectively, if the
witch reconfiguration time Tsw is zero. From Figs. 7
nd 8, we observe that WR networks with LPIs will
ave much better blocking performance than that of
R networks without LPIs if the traffic duration is
hort. For example, when Tsw is equal to Td, WR net-
orks with LPIs but without the fast traffic add–drop
unction in Figs. 7 and 8 have blocking probabilities of
ig. 10. (Color online) NSFNet (1991) network topology. The origi-
al map of the network is available from the Internet [35].
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probabilities are further reduced to 1.610−4 and
1.110−3, respectively, if the fast traffic add–drop
function is used in WR networks with LPIs.
We observe that the freedom of setting up a se-
quence of lightpaths instead of only a single lightpath
to connect the source to the destination can increase
the reuse of existing internal connections in the opti-
cal switches of the nodes and reduces the requirement
of switch reconfigurations. Hence, the blocking prob-
ability of WR networks with LPIs will increase much
slower than that of WR networks without LPIs if
Tsw /Td becomes large. With the fast traffic add–drop
function, the traffic can be injected and removed from
the system without passing through the optical
switches of the source and destination. This further
reduces the requirement of switch reconfiguration in
WR networks with LPIs. In WR networks without
LPIs, the direct lightpath connection requirement
causes a large number of switch reconfigurations. We
can only find insignificant performance improvement
in Figs. 7 and 8 when the fast traffic add–drop func-
tion is used in WR networks without LPIs, i.e., the
blocking probabilities in Figs. 7 and 8 are around 1.5
10−2 and 3.510−2, respectively, with and without
the fast traffic add–drop function.
Figures 7 and 8 show the ideal cases of LPI appli-
cations. In real networks, the link propagation delay
between nodes may be large. Figure 9 shows the com-
parison results when Tsw=Td and the link propaga-
tion delay Tp is not zero. The network topology shown
in Fig. 3 M=N=4 is used for the simulations. The
per-node loading in Fig. 9 is 0.32 erlangs. Since nodes
H1 and H2 in Fig. 3 are pure routing nodes, the fast
traffic add–drop function will not improve the network
performance. We therefore only plot the blocking prob-
abilities of the networks without the fast traffic add–
drop function. The x-axis in Fig. 9 is the ratio of
Tp /Td. In Fig. 3, the round-trip time Trt from a source
Si to node H2 is 4Tp. As shown in Fig. 4, Trt is another
major component of the lightpath transmission over-
head. The channel utilization improvement achieved
by LPIs will become negligible if Trt dominates the
overhead. This is confirmed by the results in Fig. 9.
The blocking probabilities of networks with a normal
lightpath and with LPI are 7.610−4 and 1.910−6,
respectively, when Tp /Td is 10−2. Both kinds of net-
works, however, will have similar blocking probabili-
ties if Tp /Td is large, e.g., Tp /Td=2.
Figures 6 and 9 show the two kinds of networks for
which LPI may be incapable of improving the system
performance: (1) Tsw /Td is small, and (2) the link
propagation delay is large (Tsw does not dominate the
transmission overhead). For networks having large
link propagation delay, one-way resource reservation
schemes such as OBS have been proposed to eliminatehe round-trip time overhead for better handling of
hort duration traffic [14–16]. Similarly, the through-
ut performance of such schemes will suffer if Tsw /Td
s large. In principle, the LPI approach will improve
he performance of these schemes. The detailed imple-
entation requires further investigation. For net-
orks in which normal lightpaths are applicable
small Tsw /Td), LPI may still be useful for further im-
roving the system performance if new data transpor-
ation services have been applied to improve the
ransmission bandwidth utilization, for example, with
TDMA.
III. TIME-SLOTTED WR NETWORKS WITH LPIS
In lightpath networks with OTDMA, a wavelength
hannel is divided into frames of time slots. Instead of
aking up all the transmission capacity of a wave-
ength channel, new calls are assigned one or more
ime slots in each time frame. The source and destina-
ion nodes will transmit/receive data only at the as-
igned time slots. Since multiple source and destina-
ion pairs can share a single wavelength channel,
TDMA networks can utilize the fiber transmission
andwidth more efficiently than non-OTDMA net-
orks. Unlike OPS and OBS networks [12–16], OT-
MA networks are still circuit switched, i.e., call
etup must be completed before data transmission can
tart. It reduces the negative impacts caused by out-
ated link status information that can greatly de-
rade the system performance in one-way resource
eservation schemes such as OBS [14–16]. We will
ave sufficient time to process and update the infor-
ation during call setup if the call transmission du-
ation is long. Large link propagation delay between
odes will no longer be a concern. Without upgrading
he WR nodes to have slot-by-slot switchable fast op-
ical switches, however, all data slots in the same
avelength can only be accessed by the nodes on the
ame lightpath. Using LPIs, data in different time
lots of the same wavelength channel can be routed to
estinations on different lightpaths. Hence, the trans-
ission bandwidth utilization is further improved.
Finding the proper way to avoid data collisions
hen data are switched between lightpaths by LPIs
ill be the prerequisite requirement if we want to pro-
ide new data transportation services in WR networks
ith LPIs. As the wavelength channels in OTDMA
etworks are time slotted, the cooperation between
ata transmissions in lightpaths can be achieved by
eserving the appropriate time slots in the links on
he path. In the following, we will demonstrate the ap-
lication of LPIs in WR networks to provide the OT-
MA time-slotted service and its performance when
ompared with time-slotted WR networks without
PIs.
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With LPIs
As the data forwarding may need to pass through a
sequence of lightpaths as we discussed in Subsection
II.A, the choosing of the appropriate time slots and
the sequence of lightpaths will be important for sys-
tem performance. We assume that the path for data
forwarding is fixed, e.g., the minimum hop routing. To
determine the proper time slots and lightpaths for
data routing, we need to first list all possible se-
quences of lightpaths that can be used to connect the
source to the destination using LPIs. We define Ss ,d
as the set of all valid lightpath sequences between
source s and destination d. For one s ,d source–
destination node pair that has a path length of L
links, we further define Shs ,d as the subset of Ss ,d
in which all the sequences have h lightpaths, where
2hL−1. The steps to construct the set Ss ,d are
as follows:
1. Choose k links j1 , j2 , . . ., and jk between the 2nd
and L−1th links of the path.
2. Find Lg: the set of lightpaths passing all links in
link segment jg , jg−1 for g=0, 1, . . . ,k, where j0
and jk+1 are assumed to be the first and last links
in the path.
3. The set Shs ,d can be formed by exhausting the
combinations of h lightpaths, with one lightpath
from each of the sets L0, L1 , . . . ,Lh−1.
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for k=1,2, . . . ,L−2 to com-
pute all Shs ,d sets.
5. Compute the Ss ,d by Ss ,d=h=2
L−1Shs ,d.
As an example, Fig. 11 shows a five-node four-
wavelength-per-fiber WR network with LPIs. The
small rectangles in front of the nodes are external LPI
devices. We assume the fast traffic add–drop function.
Five lightpaths P1 to P5 have already been set up in
the network. Using the procedure described above,
S21,5 of Fig. 11 is P1P4,P1P5
3 ,P2P1
3 ,P2P4,
P2P5
3 ,P3P1
2 ,P3P5
2. The superscript shows the
possible choices of data forwarding along the light-
path sequence. For example, P1P5
3 represents data
that can be forwarded from node 1 to node 5 along
lightpath P1 and lightpath P5 with choices of switch-
ing data from P1 to P5 using the LPIs at nodes 2, 3,
and 4. Hence, the actual sizes of S21,5, S31,5, and
S41,5 are 15, 45, and 47, respectively. Since the
1 2 3 4 5
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Five-node time-slotted WR network with
LPIs.arge number of combinations of time slots and light-
aths will render the optimal solution computation-
lly infeasible for large networks, a heuristic is used
o assign the time slots after Ss ,d is obtained.
hannel Assignment Heuristic: We assume that there
re W wavelength channels per fiber link and T time
lot channels per wavelength channel. Since we have
avelength converters (inside the LPIs) but no time
lot interchanger in the network, all time slot chan-
els assigned to a call on different links must be lo-
ated in the same position in the T time slot frame,
ut they can belong to different wavelength channels.
s shown in Fig. 11, the dashed squares above the
ightpaths represent the first and second (from left to
ight) time slot channels. The numbers in the squares
re the destinations of the reserved time slot chan-
els. Hence, there are six successfully connected calls
1→3, 1→4, 2→3, 2→4, 3→5, and 4→5. As-
ume that a new call 1→5 arrives. No time slot
hannel in any single lightpath will be available to
end data from node 1 to node 5. Although we can
odify the lightpaths such as lengthening lightpath
2 and lightpath P5 to cover all nodes, it is not pre-
erred. Using the LPI approach, we can send the data
ith one of the four link-by-link lightpath switching
equences P2,P3,P2,P1, P2,P3,P2,P5, P3,P3,P2,
1, and P3,P3,P2,P5 if we use the first time slot
hannel. There will be 24 2322 sequences if
he second time slot channel is used. Instead of check-
ng all lightpath sequences, we assign the time slot
nd wavelength channels link by link by maximizing
he residual capacity on each link and minimizing the
ptical switch reconfigurations in the intermediate
odes.
The time-slotted WR networks with LPIs first
earch for a suitable time slot channel index t and
hen assign a new call link by link with the smallest
ndex lightpath that has the free tth time slot channel.
e assume that the source node s has the information
f all links j1 , j2 , . . ., and jL on the path to the destina-
ion d. Source node s first constructs the set Qs ,d,
hich consists of the direct lightpaths and all light-
aths in the lightpath sequences connecting nodes s
nd d. Hence, Q1,5 of Fig. 11 is P1,P2,P3,P4,P5.
ode s will also construct a set Qps ,d, which in-
ludes all possible lightpaths after we have made the
ightpath modifications to increase the available time
lot channels in each link for the connection. For ex-
mple, we may extend the existing lightpaths P2 and
5 in Fig. 11 to cover all links as P20 and P50. Simi-
arly, we may add a new lightpath segment to combine
he two existing lightpaths P3 and P4 to form a new
ightpath P34 to cover all links. Hence, Qp1,5 of Fig.
1 is P1,P20,P34,P50. After obtaining Qps ,d, node s
ill try to find a time slot channel t with the largest
apacity weighing f . Let x be the number of freet k,i
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to the lightpaths of the set Qps ,d. We define ft as ft
=mini=1
L xt,i. If maxt=1
T ft=0, node s will block the new
call immediately. Otherwise, the tth time slot channel
of a lightpath of each link on the path will be assigned
to the new call as we have described earlier. The avail-
able lightpaths of each link will be first selected from
Qs ,d and then Qps ,d to reduce the modifications of
lightpaths (reconfigurations of the optical switches).
In Fig. 11, x1,i= 3,1,2,3 and x2,i= 3,3,3,3 for i
=1,2,3,4, respectively. Because f1=1 and f2=3, the
second time slot channel is used. The sequence of
lightpaths that is used on each link is P1,P1,P2,P4.
B. Blocking Performance of the Time-Slotted WR
Networks With LPIs
To demonstrate the advantage of LPI, we use simu-
lations to compare the blocking performance between
the time-slotted WR networks with LPIs and those
without LPIs. The simulation settings are similar to
those in Subsection II.D with a time slot channel be-
ing required by each new call. A call will be blocked
immediately if any link on the path cannot provide a
time slot using the predefined time slot searching al-
gorithm. For the time-slotted WR networks with LPIs,
the heuristic presented in Subsection III.A is used to
search and reserve the time slots in different links.
For the time-slotted WR networks without LPIs, we
use the exhaustive search approach to find the first
available time slot and wavelength channel on all
links of the path. In both networks, the reserved time
slot channels will be released immediately once the
call is terminated.
Figures 12–15 compare the blocking performance of
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Blocking probabilities of the time-slotted
WR networks with LPIs on a network with the topology of the
NSFNet (Fig. 10). There are 8 wavelength channels per fiber and 16
time channels per wavelength.he time-slotted WR networks with LPIs (basic WR
odes with external LPI devices as shown in Fig. 5)
nd that of the time-slotted normal WR networks (WR
odes with preinstalled TWCs for wavelength conten-
ion resolution purposes only). The network topology
sed for Figs. 12 and 14 is the NSFNet shown in Fig.
0 and that for Figs. 13 and 15 is the 44 MSN [32].
he wavelength channels per fiber W and time chan-
els per wavelength T used for Figs. 12 and 13 are
=8 and T=16, and those for Figs. 14 and 15 are W
16 and T=8, respectively. In the figures, the x axis is
he average offered traffic load at a node. The lines
ith crosses and pluses are the blocking probabilities
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ig. 13. (Color online) Blocking probabilities of the time-slotted
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without the fast traffic add–drop function, respec-
tively. The lines with squares and circles are those of
the time-slotted WR networks with LPIs and with and
without the fast traffic add–drop function, respec-
tively.
From the figures, we observe that time-slotted WR
networks with LPIs have much better blocking perfor-
mance whether the fast traffic add–drop function is
used or not. In most cases, however, time-slotted WR
networks with LPIs but without the fast traffic add–
drop function can even have lower blocking probabil-
ity than time-slotted normal WR networks with the
fast traffic add–drop function. Even though the com-
bination of a basic node and an external LPI device
puts more limitations on lightpath setup, the features
of LPI have significantly improved the time slot chan-
nel utilization of WR networks. For example, the fast
traffic add–drop function enables all nodes, not only
the terminal nodes, on the lightpath to read/write
data to time slots on the lightpath. The function re-
duces the blocking probability in both kinds of net-
works, but the reduction is much more significant in
time-slotted WR networks with LPIs. From simula-
tion results (not all being shown here), we observe
that the blocking probability decreases with an in-
creasing number of available wavelength channels
and time slot channels. However, the decrease is more
sensitive to the increase in wavelengths than in time
slots. For example, the blocking probabilities in Figs.
14 and 15 are smaller than those of Figs. 12 and 13.
IV. CONCLUSION
We observe that WR networks will likely be the
dominant optical networks in the near future. To pro-
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Fig. 15. (Color online) Blocking probabilities of the time-slotted
WR networks with LPIs on a network with the topology of the 4
4 MSN [32]. The are 16 wavelength channels per fiber and 8 time
channels per wavelength.ect the investment in infrastructure, it is important
o develop new optical data transportation schemes
hat can utilize WR networks to provide fast data
witching services.
In this paper, we have observed that the TWCs that
re traditionally installed in the WR nodes for wave-
ength contention resolution purposes during light-
ath setup can be further utilized as the fast data
witching devices to provide fast data switching be-
ween lightpaths. As the TWCs become the inter-
hanges of data units between lightpaths, we can
oute data through a sequence of lightpaths from
ource to destination if a direct single lightpath con-
ection is not available or if we want to minimize the
verhead of setting up new lightpaths. Since TWCs
an have a tuning time of picoseconds, one can greatly
mprove the performance of WR networks. Ideally, the
R node’s preinstalled TWCs can be used as LPI
ithout significant optical hardware upgrade. From
imulation results, we show that WR networks with
PIs can have much lower blocking probability than
R networks without LPIs if the traffic duration is
hort.
We have also demonstrated how LPI can be used to
rovide new data transportation services such as the
TDMA time-slotted service in WR networks. Using
PIs, data in different time slots on the same wave-
ength channel can be routed to destinations on differ-
nt lightpaths. Simulation results show that the LPI
pproach can significantly improve the system block-
ng performance. Different implementations of WR
etworks with LPIs such as external LPI devices and
he fast traffic add–drop function are also discussed.
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